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ABSTRACT
Integrated and Constructively Engaged Water Resources Management is a complex task that
has to link numerical model(ler)s with an open stage for the participation of all relevant
societal actors. Only if both components are comprised within a complementary framework
concept the implementation of a real adaptive and comprehensive water management can be
achieved.
MOSDEW (MOdel for Sustainable DEvelopment of Water Resources) was developed at the
Institute of Landscape Planning and Ecology of the University of Stuttgart as an integrated
regional model for integrated water resources management (IWRM). It was part of the EU
funded RIVERTWIN project (2004-2007), integrating results of up to 11 sub-models to
finally establish an application oriented expert system that supports at a strategically level the
management plans required by WFD (Water Frame Directive). The approach bases on a
Geographic Information System (GIS) and correlates land and water use management with
natural site parameters. The model shows the causal links of global climate and
socioeconomic change under different land use management options, site potential,
agricultural productivity and agroeconomic benefits. Thus it provides a planning tool for
strategic evaluations of possible future developments for integrated water resources
management.
As reference regions the Neckar River basin (Rhine River tributary in Germany, approx.
15,000km2) had been chosen as the pilot water basin with the relatively best data availability.
To show the transferability of the approach MOSDEW was transferred to the Ouémé River
basin (Benin, West Africa, approx. 50,000 km2) and partially also to the Chirchik River basin
(Uzbekistan, Central-Asia, approx. 22,000 km2).
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Introduction
Integrated water resources management is a very complex task that involves issues of
scientific disciplines within a great variety of professional languages, approaches and scales.
For each discipline more or less mature models are available but each of them tackles only
relatively narrow and isolated fields of “integrated” water management requests. Additionally
to these (important) single scientific aspects, integrated resources management has to meet
technical and (socio-)economic feasibility, legal requirements and finally soft defined
objectives like “sustainability” that include political and ethical values.
In Europe, the implementation of the Water Frame Directive (WFD) sets a European wide
legal framework for improving the ecological quality and availability of water (European
Commission 2000). For reporting and monitoring water availability and water quality for
most areas in Europe there is a long scientific and practical experience, even if the spatial
relation of “water basins” is surely a challenge for traditional administrations. Only for few
areas like e.g. fishes as bio-indicator organisms extended scientific research is still necessary.
Beyond that, WFD however adds the ambitious postulation of management plans within a
tough timeframe to guarantee the implementation of “good quality and sufficient availability
of water” including furthermore public participation. For both topics research needs are most
obvious and that’s why they are relatively soft defined within the WFD regulations.
Besides technical and financial feasibilities, related mostly to the (limited) possibilities to
restore existing ecological deficits, the performance of management plans is also a question of
sufficient knowledge about future developments and feedback processes within the manenvironment-system. Water basins are world-wide subject of profound changes in climate,
society, land use and hydrology. If water basin management plans are set up, it is crucial to
know the potential dimension and the spatial pattern of possible existing and future threads.
Within a water basin a wide range of interests easily leads to conflicts. That’s why for
planners but especially for public participation, the communication of a transparent and
traceable decision process is of essential importance. In democratic societies, the balancing of
contrasting hydrological, ecological and economic interests can not be done by an overall
integrated “black box”-model that hides relevant prioritisations in algorithms, but by an
integrated expert information system that enables the revelation and further discussion of
possible risks for different objectives and different potential management options.
Within the EU-funded project RIVERTWIN (2004-2007) MOSDEW has been developed as a
scientific based strategic planning tool. Integration within scientific disciplines and between
science and policy is achieved by interfaces and therefore a communication process between
scientists and stakeholders has been initiated.
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Integration by Interfacing
The MOSDEW model integration is a result of a three years process of iterative optimising a
decision support system according to
• availability of data
• modelling issues and structure
• administrative/user requests

Garphical Web User Interface

Submodels

Within this triangle of integration determinants, an obligatory modelling framework for the
RIVERTWIN research consortium called MOSDEW has been developed and grew into a
configuration of sub-models, their (internal) model data interface and an (external) web-based
user interface that links the modellers’ worlds of science with the world of policy making.

Fig. 1. Twofold interface of MOSDEW

The authors are convinced that future challenges like global climate change and global (socio) economic developments will increase the need for that kind of interfaces: they are needed to
react in time (in case even fast), but also adequate to the complexity and severity of the
situation. The WFD-implementation is a perfect example of that increasing need to bring
science and policy into mutual communication. However and not surprisingly, both worlds
have different languages, different professional objectives, different time scales, different
methods, different direct responsibilities and personal career motivations, beside others
(Quevauviller et al. 2005).
Despite all differences, at both sides the necessity for cooperation is certainly increasing.
Especially in modern European Environmental Agencies a significant part of the responsible
staff for the establishment of monitoring programs has been recruited by former scientists. On
the other side a certain tendency towards application in science can be observed by the launch
of accordingly funded research programs (as it is the case in the WFD context).
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The Modelling framework
The RIVERTWIN integration concept is a GIS (Geographical Information System) based
loose coupling strategy. That means, that the sub-models principally run the simulations of
the modelling frame autonomously, but carefully defined conventions assure standardised
inputs and outputs (spatial and temporal scales, interfaces and formats) throughout the whole
modelling chain. The main integration geometry is given by the WFD reporting units. An
important integration task was to identify gaps and deficits and finally to harmonise them
either by sub-models' adaptations or by GIS algorithms e.g. by (dis-)aggregation. Thus, GIS
techniques and algorithms contribute essentially to the integration of socioeconomic (land and
water use) content with natural site parameters.

Fig. 2. MOSDEW-Neckar modelling chain

MOSDEW integrates subject from three relevant IWRM-domains: Hydrology, Ecology and
Economy. Each column is represented by results of different numerical (sub-)models. In the
case of the Neckar River basin a total of 11 models had been used (Nos. 1-11 in figure 2).
Most of these (sub-)models are well recognised, developed and applied by it’s scientific
community and by administrational institutions since a long time. But as they are considered
as fully developed stand-alone models input and output variables had to be adjusted to fit to
the coupling requirements within the modelling chain.
While tight and dynamic model coupling can create results for theoretically any situation (in
reality there are also a lot of practical constraints), loose coupled models need well defined
modelling and application cases instead. As application cases and simulation time are limited,
the selection of potential output range ought to be of essential relevance to the planning
problem that is addressed.
Within the RIVERTWIN project modelling situations have been derived by assumptions of
important regional impacts of global climate change, as well as socio-economic, demographic
and land use change including additionally several conceivable political interventions that
may become relevant for the specific water basin within the next 30 years.
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1.) YANG-BARDOSSY, REGIONALISED CLIMATE SCENARIO SEQUENCE 1 (30 YEARS)
2.) YANG-BARDOSSY, REGIONALISED CLIMATE SCENARIO SEQUENCE 2 (30 YEARS)
3. ) ENKE, REGIONALISED CLIMATE SCENARIO SEQUENCE 1 (30 YEARS)

I.
CLIMATE

4.) ENKE, REGIONALISED CLIMATE SCENARIO SEQUENCE 2 (30 YEARS)
Climate Type 1
hyperwarm/h.dry

Climate Type 2
normal / normal

Climate Type 3
h.cold/perhumid

Climate Type 4
warm / dry

Reference year
2000

Scenario A
„Strong Growth“

Climate Type 5
h.warm / h.dry

Climate Type 6
reference year

II.
SOCIOECONOMIC
SCENARIOS

Scenario B
„Moderate Growth“

Intervention 1
Improvement of fish passages

Intervention 2
Transf. crop area - grassland

Intervention 3
Transf. crop area - fallow land

Intervention 4
Reduction of animals

III.
INTERVENTIONS

per barrier

50 %

100 %

40% / 60% / 80%

IV.
INTENSITIES

models
indicators

Fig. 3. Model framework settings / data multiplication layers

As obligatory application cases (scenarios) in the Neckar River basin the following
combinations have been defined within four “result multiplication layers” (s. figure 3):
•
•
•
•

Climate sequences (4x30years) and climate types (6)
Socioeconomic scenarios (two plus the reference year 2000)
Interventions (4) and
Several intensities

The MOSDEW framework comprises finally technical interfaces, a defined spatial and
temporal resolution and a series of distinct modelling situations that are obligatory for all
cooperating models.
The model interface
As the models’ inherent resolution in space and time differ at a wide range (s. fig. 4), the
output of each model had to be standardised through minimum requirements of resolution in
time and space.
In RIVERTWIN, at a very early stage of the project a series of “spatial integration
workshops” was organised to identify the necessary mutual “inputs” and possible “outputs”
for each of the scientific models. These interfaces have been extensively discussed and
defined strictly concerning temporal and spatial resolution as well as with regard to data
format requirements.
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time
time
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year
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year
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month
month
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CASIMIR
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CLIMATE
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WEAP
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week
day
day
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ha
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Fig. 4. Spatial and temporal scales of the models’ output

For the Neckar River basin the general resolution was agreed to 1km2 at a monthly resolution,
while the minimum requirement was the sub-basin for annual results. According to the data
availability the spatial resolution for the Ouémé River basin was set to a coarser resolution
(9km2).
It had been shown that a certain time for customising is necessary to close the gap between
the formally agreed interface formats and the really submitted data. It is evident that there is a
wide range for misunderstandings between data sender and data receiver. After gaining
confidence in data exchange by the interchange experience of the reference year, all model
application cases had been submitted in effective “production mode” throughout the
modelling chain.
Technically the exchange was organised via a web-frontend-accessible database platform: the
(password-protected) RIVERTWIN meta-database. Guided by a form each modeller
submitted his results for each unique “model application case” including all necessary metainformation for further data users. Data files were automatically named unique according to
the respective model and modelling case.
The user interface
Many models can only be run by experts (e.g. as they are often text console based). Predictive
(modelled) knowledge however should be easily retrievable to really support strategic
decisions. Instead of complicated programs that need intensive user training, a data
warehouse-like web-based graphical user interface was created. Water management
administration (including responsible deciders) is often distributed due to decentralisation or
due to splitting of tasks into different sectors. With only slight GUI adaptations the
established information system could also be used to inform every interested citizen. Thus it
can contribute significantly to enhance participation and communication with the public.
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The MOSDEW-information is offered at two levels by different web sites:
1. A CMS (Content Management
System) organised information and
documentation web site
>http://www.ilpoe.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/rivertwin<

The site gives a general overview, e.g.
the functioning of the integrated and submodels is explained, the modelling
framework and the characteristics of the
applied single models as well as the
settings of the scenarios (s. fig. 5).

Fig. 5. CMS-website

2. The MOSDEW-GUI
>http://mapserver.ilpoe.uni-stuttgart.de/rivertwin<

The web-based MOSDEW-Graphical
User Interface (GUI) enables the query of
the results that have been calculated by
the models (s. fig. 6). The parameters that
can be queried are grouped into coloured
columns of themes according to the
sustainability/model category: hydrology,
ecology and economy. Clicking at one of
them, a pulldown-menu (and eventually
more subthemes) opens for the selection
of respective single defined parameters
(e.g. discharge m3/s).
Fig. 6. MOSDEW - GUI
In a second step for the selected
parameter the modelled context of
climate types/climate sequences, the socioeconomic scenario background and interventions
including different intensities is selected. This query is sent to the server that replies with one
row per query including a short description of the model application case in words and a
thumbnail of maps, tables and charts. Various years/model application selections can be made
with the same query (for a second parameter however, a second query has to be made, while
the result rows of the first query is still shown). Thus, the interface can be used as a
workbench for a wide range of individual exploratory analyses specified by a set of queries.
By clicking on the thumbnails for a map-, table- or a chart-display, results can be enlarged
and studied in detail per subbasin. Thus, according to the situation and knowledge, a
“zooming” into a deeper and/or broader understanding of the system is possible. The
advantage of an integrated information system is that parameters of different aspects of
sustainability can be examined simultaneously.
Technically, the GUI is built up by an open-source-software solution to enable a sustainable
and affordable solution for undercapitalised administrations: The UMN-mapserver
(http://mapserver.gis.umn.edu/) was chosen as map and data server. This is an apache-server
with an extension that enables the representation of maps through a web-protocol. Postgresql
was chosen as database-software. The standard scripting language is php and java.
Commercial solutions of mapservers are more powerful and also much more expensive.
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However, the features and performance of the open software-solution is covering all needs of
a water administration and the skills for establishing and maintaining are relatively fast
acquired by an interested database or programming staff.

Conclusions
The shown MOSDEW integration approach by “model framing” and “interfacing” fits
perfectly to show efficiently effects of relevant IWRM options under changing environmental
and societal conditions. Thus, MOSDEW can be a vital model (in the sense of a prototype) for
evaluating management strategies as required by the EU-WFD implementation of river basin
management plans. Moreover, application examples in South America, West Africa and
Central Asia showed, that the integration architecture is open for the integration of new topics
(sub-models), own modules (Printz and Lang 2002) or adaptations by different requests and
sub-models.
With MOSDEW’s twofold interfacing not only well defined model interfaces have been
developed but also a participative communication process between the modellers and decision
makers and stakeholders had been established.
To minimise mutual preconceptions it is a basic prerequisite to involve both sides as early as
possible in the structured definition of the objectives and thematic dimensions of content,
application settings and time steps for the development of a DSS (Decision Support System).
Both sides should see a real fair chance to codetermine the structure of that kind of
information system. This is crucial for the acceptance and trust in the findings. A
scientifically introverted but application irrelevant “predictive knowledge production engine”
can thus be avoided.
In fact, the development of such a participative twofold integrated DSS-concept is a relatively
slow iterative process. At the very beginning of the modelling process the relevance of single
key parameters can often only be roughly estimated. Sometimes key parameters at the
beginning are still not identified and object of research itself. And even worse: it is possible
that their relevance changes under changing conditions, if e.g. critical thresholds are
surpassed. It is still a world without hens and without eggs but the design of the common
chicken house has to be determined at the most early stage.
A lot of scientific and local expert knowledge and a continuous communication are necessary
to create a mutual understanding and to narrow step by step the potential space of problems
and solutions and to finally create the modelling framework that is able to generate the
scientific answers which are really requested for an IWRM strategy.
Within the three years project period MOSDEW was achieved to develop as a robust and well
accepted expert information system. For the transformation towards a “real” DSS the up to
now still relatively purist user expert request interface towards a better guided decision
preparation would be helpful. That should include e.g. easier visualisations of surpassed
thresholds. Besides general accepted “technical” values (e.g. for chemical pollution)
thresholds have to be set adapted to the specific regional situation and according to
political/ethical values (e.g. agronomic income). That would surely be a very interesting
challenge within future research cooperation and constructively engaged communication
phase with the potential end users.
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